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Turn your favorite PokÃ©mon into folded art with the easy origami projects in PokÃ©mon Origami:

Fold Your Own PokÃ©mon! 80 full color pages featuring 48 pages of instructions and all the special

sheets of origami paper needed to complete 10 PokÃ©mon!Folding Fun for Everyone! PokÃ©mon

Origami: Fold Your Own PokÃ©mon offers a dozen new ways to play with the PokÃ©mon you love

best! In these detailed pages, you get the full how-to guide including: Simple step-by-step origami

walthroughs * All the materials necessary to complete your 10 PokÃ©mon, including special sheets

of origami paper *Helpful full-color examples of all the finished origami PokÃ©mon * Tips and tricks

to keep your PokÃ©mon looking extra sharp!Â 
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My kid loves it.Some characters, it is not easy to follow the directions, I have to spend time to help

him understand.Some characters require you to cut into the paper, like Pikachu, if you didn't pay

attention, you will end up ruin your origami.I ended up had to tape the cut off pieces together and

went through it my kid.So the book might be challenge for some younger kids and even adults.And it

is almost a must that it requires parent's participation.However, it is a good bonding time between

me and my kid and I really believe it will be a good boding time for you and your kid as well.

I got this for my son and i know he will love it! It is so cool and comes with the instructions plus



paper in the back so you can still make things when you run out of the paper provided which is

really rad! I know that he will be making these for days to play with! So much fun and teaching good

skills! This came packaged well and shipped quickly! If you find my review helpful, Please click on

yes, "was this review helpful to you?" Thank you! :)

My 11-year-old son is obsessed with Pokemon and has always loved putting paper things together

so this was a perfect gift for him. It's time-consuming and tedious, but the finished product is

awesome and he lives feeling accomplished.

Way way too hard for kids let alone adults! There's 2-3 steps in each one where you just cannot

figure out what in the heck they want you to do, either from the description or the illustration of the

step. Do not do when tired after a day at work or you'll get really frustrated! In the end, with plenty of

time and patience, it can be fun. I guess. Just don't expect a nice easy time of it for you or your

child.

I love that this book is consumable and reusable. The papers to make the PokÃ©mon are included,

but the instructions are still usable to make future projects out of paper not included in the book.

Many other origami books with specialized papers are fully consumable.

This book is actually very nice. The cover is soet of in between a soft and hard cover. It's like a

thick, barely flexible surface, which is nice. The pages show step-by-step instructions on how to fold

several popular Pokemon, and even include pages with the appropriate colors and patterns for each

Pokemon that it gives instructions for. I bough this as a gift for someone, and they love it. I was

expecting less from it than it turned out to be.

This was actually a gift for my 6 year niece. She absolutely adored it. I especially liked it because it

had the original Pokemon from when I was kid. The directions are great, and the provided paper is

quality.

So far we've only done Pikachu, which is the easiest Pokemon in the book (the book arranges the

projects in order from easy to hard), and it was hard. The book cover says it's for ages 6+, but my

8.5yo struggled a lot and there were 2-3 spots *I* had serious trouble figuring out what to do. The

only way this book is appropriate for a 6yo is if the 6yo has been an origami fanatic for quite a



while.You're going to need scissors, tape, and glue for some/most of the projects.
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